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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/16/2024

Description 2024 Prime Time RV Tracer 190RBSLE, Prime Time Tracer LE travel trailer
190RBSLE highlights: Rear Full Bath U-Shaped Dinette Front Queen Bed Power
Awning Looking to travel to see new campgrounds and enjoy the outdoors? This
trailer offers you that choice then you can return to inside comforts with a queen
bed and dual wardrobes and a U-shaped dinette slide out that allows you to
provide more sleeping space. The galley kitchen offers a 2-in-1 gas oven and
range, plus a large two-door 12V refrigerator and a microwave. The rear full
bathroom might just be the reason you wanted this RV thanks to the privacy, the
linen storage, and all the amenities that allow you to skip the public facilities.
Each Tracer LE travel trailer by Prime Time is made to last with its Eternabond
construction, and there is a power awning with LED lights for an inviting outdoor
living space. There is a manual tongue jack and manual stabilizer jacks outside,
along with an XL grab handle and steel entry steps to provide a sturdy entrance
and exit into your trailer. You will fall in love with the interior that includes LED
lighting, a stainless steel galley sink, a 15k BTU A/C, and a soundbar to listen to
your favorite tunes. There is also solar prep and back up camera prep so you can
customize your travel trailer even more! DEALER DISCOUNT; EDLP; TRACER LE
ADVANTAGE PKG

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 100146
VIN Number: 5ZT2TRHB2RB524910
Condition: New
Length: 22
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Joppa, Maryland, United States
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